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Abstract—Video synopsis aims at removing video’s less important information, while preserving its key content for fast browsing,

retrieving, or efficient storing. Previous video synopsis methods, including frame-based and object-based approaches that remove

valueless whole frames or combine objects from time shots, cannot handle videos with redundancies existing in the movements of

video object. In this paper, we present a novel part-based object movements synopsis method, which can effectively compress the

redundant information of a moving video object and represent the synopsized object seamlessly. Our method works by part-based

assembling and stitching. The object movement sequence is first divided into several part movement sequences. Then, we optimally

assemble moving parts from different part sequences together to produce an initial synopsis result. The optimal assembling is

formulated as a part movement assignment problem on a Markov Random Field (MRF), which guarantees the most important moving

parts are selected while preserving both the spatial compatibility between assembled parts and the chronological order of parts. Finally,

we present a non-linear spatiotemporal optimization formulation to stitch the assembled parts seamlessly, and achieve the final

compact video object synopsis. The experiments on a variety of input video objects have demonstrated the effectiveness of the

presented synopsis method.

Index Terms—Video synopsis, part assembling, part stitching, belief propagation, MRF optimization

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE fast advances in digital video acquisition lately have
made numerous raw video data. Video synopsis, which

generates short summary of input videos, has become an
active research topic in graphics and vision communities.
The essential idea in video synopsis is to preserve important
contents in a short video representation while eliminating
most of the redundant or less important information. A
variety of video synopsis methods have been introduced,
which can be roughly divided into two categories: the
frame-based approaches (see [1] as a survey) and the object-
based approaches [2], [3], [4], [5]. In the former approaches,
key frames are extracted and viewed as the basic building
blocks of synopsis, while other less important frames are
removed as redundancies. Alternatively, the latter methods
treat each of the moving objects as a 3D tube, and eliminate
spatiotemporal redundancies between objects by shifting
the tubes along time axis.

Due to the complexity of dynamic videos, we observe
that both the frame-based and object-based synopsis

approaches cannot effectively handle videos with redun-
dancies in the moving objects themselves. In this paper, we
will focus on the movements of a single video object, and
try to eliminate the redundancies existing in the object
movements, which helps to produce more compact video
synopsis. Our basic idea is to work at the level of object
part, and to remove the non-moving parts which are consid-
ered as redundancies in this paper.

At the level of object part, we observe two kinds of
part-based redundancies during the movement of an
object: inter-part redundancies and inner-part redundan-
cies. In an input video, an object often moves a part first,
and then moves another part. Assuming the moving
parts are important content that should be preserved,
the corresponding non-moving parts at the same time
can be considered as inter-part redundancies, and can be
removed when they bring much less information.
Besides the inter-part redundancies, we also find inner-
part redundancies existing in a moving part itself, such
as repeated or slow movements of the part. By eliminat-
ing both the inter-part and inner-part redundancies at
the part level in an optimal procedure, we can produce a
more compact synopsis for object movements.

In this paper, we use “object movement” to indicate a
frame of a moving object in an input video, and use “part
movement” to indicate a frame of a part of a moving object.
To remove part redundancies, the first difficulty is how to
partition each object movement into several semantic part
movements. This is not a problem in many computer gener-
ated animations or cartoons, since in those videos the object
parts are known and can be segmented perfectly. For natu-
ral videos, it may cost the user much time on segmenting
object parts. However, that is worthwhile since the user
only needs to segment object once, but can watch the synop-
sis many times.
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Based on the above observations, we present a novel
object movements synopsis method to effectively remove
the redundancies during the movements of a video object.
Our method works in the following three main steps: object
movement partition, part movement assembling, and part
movement stitching. We first present a method to extract
part movement sequences by partitioning each object move-
ment into several semantic parts. We then optimally select
the same number of the most important movements from
each part movement sequence and assemble them together
frame by frame to obtain more compact object movements.
We cast this as a part movement assembling problem on
MRF and solve it by Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP). Since
only important movements of each part are selected, both
the inter-part and inner-part redundancies can be elimi-
nated successfully. As the assembled parts of a synopsized
object movement usually come from different frames, gaps
may occur between adjacent parts. To eliminate the gap arti-
facts, we shift all of the parts in their spatial space using a
part movement stitching optimization, which seamlessly
stitches the spatially adjacent parts.

By assembling object parts from different frames, we
synthesize new object movements that do not exist in
the input video into the synopsis. We demonstrate in the
experiments that each introduced movement is a good
representation of many original object movements in the
input video. The method presented in this paper is a
step toward promoting more finer-grained redundancy
classification and removal at object part level. Our
method facilitates online video browsing, indexing,
retrieval, and big data archiving.

In the following, we briefly outline the related work in
Section 2. We give a general overview of the proposed
approach in Section 3. Then we give the technical details of
the presented method in Section 4, where Section 4.1
describes object partition, Section 4.2 introduces the pro-
posed part movement assembling optimization, and
Section 4.3 describes the part movement stitching optimiza-
tion. The video synopsis results and discussions are given in
Section 5. The conclusion and futurework goes to Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Frame-based video abstraction has received extensive
research during last two decades. This kind of methods con-
sider frame as the basic building block that cannot be dis-
composed. There are two basic forms of video abstracts:
keyframes and video skims. The keyframe-based abstrac-
tion methods [6], [7] extracted a collection of salient images
from the input video. Researchers improved the descriptors
and criteria used in keyframe selection process, such as tak-
ing high-level content analysis into account [8], [9] to further
ensure the accuracy of the process. Other than selecting only
one frame once, video skimming methods identify and
extract important video clips [10], [11]. The clips are then
connected by cut or gradual effect. The major advantage of
frame-based methods is that they are usually simple and
efficient, which makes them be widely used in image/video
processing industry. As the frame-based video abstraction
methods abandon a frame as a whole, they usually suffer
from losing fast activities.

To utilize empty space of frames, many methods directly
work on the moving objects. [2], [3] extracted objects out of
video and treated them as 3D tubes which were then shifted
along time axis to remove temporal redundancies among
objects. Nie et al. [4] shifted objects not only in the temporal
domain but also in the spatial domain, this method
expanded more motion space for objects and achieved more
compact video synopsis. Lu et al. [5] edited timelines of
objects for accelerating or slowing objects while preserving
the original object interactions. Sch€odl and Essa [12] cap-
tured movements of an object, and rearranged the original
chaotic movements to obtain a sequence of regular and
meaningful movements of the object. By precisely identify-
ing interesting objects in videos, the object-based methods
can eliminate spatiotemporal redundancies, to preserve
interesting moving objects rather than static scenes. How-
ever, object-based methods cannot effectively handle videos
with redundancies existing during the movement of a single
object. Our method works at part level, which is more finer-
grained than the object-based methods and gives us more
flexibility to remove finer-grained redundancies.

Space-time video montage [13] and image/video collage
[14], [15] can also be seen as one kind of object-based video
synopsis methods to a certain extent. In these methods, the
building blocks are video portions. In the short summary, a
minimum cost boundary between two adjacent portions is
computed to stitch them together. Seams may be apparent
when texture information is less along those boundaries.

Synthesis-based video summarization [16], [17], [18]
introduced a bidirectional similarity for measuring
whether the summary is visually similar to the input
source video. The good summary should contain as
much as possible important contents from the input
video, but not introduce contents that do not show in
the source video. As the best matches of cubes in the
input video and summary must be found and stored, the
processing is quite time and memory consuming. Based
on [16], Barnes et al. [19] presented a multi-scale tapes-
tries summarization approach by synthesizing image
that is continuous in spatial and scale dimensions.

Salient stills is a very interesting technique that aggre-
gates salient objects extracted out of a moving image
sequence together into only one image frame [20]. It shows
that for a short video clips, much of the captured informa-
tion is repeated in several frames. They show the same
background information, and spread foreground objects
frames together on one picture. Dynamic stills introduced
in [21] extends the existing work by developing functions to
rotate, translate and scale both the background and the fore-
ground information, which effectively presents self-occlud-
ing activities. A generalization of salient still pictures is
stroboscopic effects [2] that display multiple dynamic
appearances of a single object. Recently, Correa and Ma [22]
used this technology in their dynamic video narratives
framework for depicting the motions of actors over time
simultaneously. Video panoramic or dynamosaics can also
reduce the length of input videos [23], [24] based on the key
observation that the adjacent frames shot by panning cam-
era have much common information, thus can be stitched
together seamlessly by precise alignment. Our method
shares some similar ideas with the above methods that each
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frame of the synopsis conveys information that may come
from more than one input frame.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work
condensing object movements. Assa et al. [25] developed an
action synopsis method. But this method only selected key
motions of objects from a motion sequence and illustrated
them in a still image. Instead, we synthesize more informa-
tive objectmovements by recombining object parts. Structure
recovery at part level has appeared in computer graphics
research. For example, Shen et al. [26] presented a method
for recovering Kinect acquired 3D structures by part assem-
bly. However, they built an extra 3D part data set, while our
method selects parts from the source video itself.

Many methods have been proposed for segmenting
and tracking foreground objects from videos. The hard
segmentation, such as graph-based methods [27], [28],
can obtain good results with non-trivial user interactions.
Zhang et al. [29] presented a method to extract and com-
plete object layers from cartoon animations. In image/
video editing tasks [30], [31], [32], [33], interactive brush
is used to select object in video. Soft segmentation like
video matting [34] provides a better alternative if one
needs to paste the extracted object into a new back-
ground, but it usually needs appropriate trimaps as con-
straints. Agarwala et al. [35] presented a novel approach
of rotoscoping which effectively tracks contours in video
sequences with some user interaction.

3 OVERVIEW

We give an overview of the proposed object movements
synopsis method in Fig. 1. Three stages are taken to produce
the final synopsis result: object partition, part movement
assembling, and part movement stitching. In the first stage
(Section 4.1), we extract an object movement sequence from
an input video (Fig. 1a), and partition each object into sev-
eral semantic parts, which produces several part movement
sequences (Fig. 1b). The partition boundaries between adja-
cent parts are kept for using in the next two stages.

In the second stage (Section 5), we select the same num-
ber of part movements from each part sequence. These mov-
ing parts are then assembled frame by frame to form the
synopsized object movements. We select the most important
part movements while considering the other two require-
ments: (1) the assembled part movements should be spa-
tially compatible with each other, which is implemented as
the similarity between partition boundaries of the parts; (2)
the chronological order of parts should be preserved, i.e, a
part in behind cannot appear in front. We cast this as a part
movement assignment problem on MRF and solve it by
Loopy Belief Propagation. In Fig. 1b, the blue ones are
selected from the “Right Arm”, “Torso” and “Left Arm”
movement sequences and are assembled together to form a
synopsized object movement (Fig. 1c). Since only the most
important moving parts are selected, part-level redundan-
cies, i.e., the non-moving parts, are eliminated successfully.

However, in the results produced by the part movement
assembling optimization, assembled parts may not exactly
stitch to each other (Fig. 1c), since the parts are collected
from different frames of the input video. In the third stage
(Section 6), we stitch the assembled parts to eliminate the

gaps among them using a part movement stitching optimi-
zation, which guarantees producing spatiotemporally con-
tinuous and consistent synopsis (Fig. 1d).

4 OBJECT MOVEMENTS SYNOPSIS

In this section, we describe in detail the three stages used in
our object movements synopsis system, i.e, object partition,
part movement assembling optimization, and part move-
ment stitching optimization.

4.1 Object Partition

First, we partition each object movement into several
semantic parts. We compute and keep the partition bound-
aries between adjacent parts, which will be used in the next
two stages. We also compute an importance value for each
moving part. The importance value of a part movement
determines the opportunity of the movement to be pre-
served in the synopsis.

Object Partition. It is well known that automatically seg-
menting and tracking video objects is still a hard problem.
Hard segmentation methods, such as [27], [28], require
much user interaction to obtain desirable results. In this
paper, we employ a method combining rotoscoping [35]
and matting [36] to partition object and track object parts,
which requires limited user inputs. Rotoscoping [35] is a
technique which tracks object contours in video. The user
draws and controls curves around an object part on key-
frames, and the curves on the in-between frames will be
automatically interpolated (see Fig. 2). With the help of the
rotoscoping curves, we generate trimaps of an object part.
We then extract the part by matting method of [36]. Our
approach saves user interaction in two ways: (1) the user
only needs to draw control curves on keyframes but not all
the frames of the video, and (2) the control curves do not
need to match the object contour exactly, thus avoiding
pixel-wise adjusting of the control curves.

Partition Boundaries. After partitioning an object into sev-
eral parts, we compute and keep partition boundaries
between adjacent parts. We propose a simple and efficient

Fig. 1. Overview of the object movements synopsis system. (a) The input
object movement sequence. (b) Three part movement sequences: the
right arm, the torso and the left arm. (c) The part movement assembling
optimization assembles the most important movements of different parts
together to produce a synopsized object. (d) The assembled parts are
stitched together by using a spatiotemporal part movement stitching
optimization.
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method based on several Boolean operations to address this
problem, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows an input
object movement. To obtain the background in Fig. 3b, we
extract mattes of the foreground object. Then, we remove the
object and repair the hole by structure completion method
[37]. Four parts (torso, head, right arm, and left arm) of the
object that are filtered by a threshold d (224 out of 255) are
shown from (c) to (f). The filtering operation sets those
mattes less than d to zero. We combine the filtered mattes
from (c) to (f) together to obtain (g). Since small mattes along
the boundaries of parts are set to zero, we see black seams in
(g) that separate different parts. We extract the seams and
show them in (h). An “and” operation is then used between
(h) and mattes of each part movement to get the partition
boundary of each part. Finally, we apply robust thinning
algorithm [38] to make each partition boundary having only
one one-pixel width, as illustrated in (i)-(l).

Importance Estimation. Our method preserves the most
important moving parts in the synopsis. Thus we must com-
pute an importance value for each moving part. By assum-
ing the faster a part moves the more important the part is,
we use the state-of-art optical flow method of [39] to deter-
mine a part movement’s importance. Given the flow vector
of each pixel, the importance value of a moving part is com-
puted as the average flow vector length of the part. Fig. 4
shows importance variation over time of the four parts in
Fig. 3. The peaks indicate the most important part move-
ments that should be preserved in the synopsis.

4.2 Part Movement Assembling Optimization

Once we have partitioned the object movements, and
obtained a sequence of movements for each part, we then
select the same number of movements from each part

sequence, and assembled them together frame by frame to
produce a synopsis. Our selection scheme should satisfy the
following properties:

1. The synopsis length M must be shorter than the
lengthN of the input video.

2. The most important moving parts should be pre-
served in the synopsis.

3. Spatially assembled parts should be compatible with
each other.

4. The chronological order must be preserved for the
same part, while the order between different parts
can be disrupted.

This selection problem is solved by a part movement
assignment optimization on MRF. We define a 3D graph
G ¼ fV;Eg according to the connection relationships
between object parts, where V is a set of nodes, and E is a
set of edges linking the nodes. Let K be the number of parts
an object is partitioned to, there will be K types of nodes
each representing a kind of part. There are two types of
edges, the spatial edges linking different types of nodes on
the same frame of the synopsis, and the temporal edges
linking the same type of nodes on adjacent frames. Fig. 5

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 3. Partition boundary computing. (a) Input object movement. (b)-(e) Four parts: torso, head, right arm, and left arm. (f) The filtered matte of the
object. (g) The union of filtered (b), (c), (d) and (e). (h) The seams between adjacent parts. (i)-(l) Partition boundaries of the four parts.

Fig. 4. Importance variation over time of the four parts in Fig. 3. The
peaks indicate the most important part movements that should be pre-
served in the synopsis.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2. (a) and (e) are two keyframes where the user draws controlling curves around the head contours. The curves on the in-between
frames (b)-(d) are automatically interpolated by rotoscoping [35]. For the third frame (c), we give the trimaps generated from the curves, and
also give the matting result.
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shows a MRF graph for the object in Fig. 3, where on each
frame a torso part node (blue) links to the head node
(green), the right arm node (orange), and the left arm node
(scarlet).

In this paper, we use k and l to index different kinds of
MRF nodes or the corresponding parts, and i and j to index
video frames. Let ni

k (k 2 ½1; K� and i 2 ½1;M�) be the kth
type of node on the ith frame of the synopsis, xk 2 ½1; N� be
the index of a moving part from the kth kind of part
sequence, we use xi

k to represent the index of a moving part
assigned to a node ni

k. Our aim is to assign all the nodes the
best indices X that satisfies the above four properties. We
define the joint probability of this part movement assign-
ment problem as:

P ðXÞ /
Y
i;k

F
�
xi
k

� Y
i;k;

j
lð Þ2N i

kð Þ
C
�
xi
k; x

j
l

�
; (1)

where j
l

� �
is short for the lth type of node nj

l on the jth frame
of the synopsis, and j

l

� �
2 N i

k

� �
means any node nj

l that is
spatially or temporally adjacent to node ni

k.
Fðxi

kÞ is the importance term that keeps important mov-
ing parts into the synopsis. Let xð�Þ be the importance value
of a moving part estimated in Section 4.1,Fðxi

kÞ is computed
as the convolution of xð�Þ and a Gaussian filter e:

FðxikÞ ¼ xðxi
kÞ � e

�1
2

�xi
k
�M
N
�i

sF

�2
: (2)

We filter the importance function xð�Þ by e to ensure that the
locally most important moving part are selected for each
node rather than the globally most important one. sF is set
as 20 in all the experiments of this paper.

Term Cðxi
k; x

j
l Þ preserves consistency between moving

parts xi
k and xj

l that are placed at spatially or temporally
adjacent nodes ni

k and nj
l , which is defined as:

Cðxi
k; x

j
l Þ ¼

S
�
xi
k; x

i
l

�
; if i ¼ j l 2 SNðkÞ;

T
�
xi
k; x

j
k

�
; if k ¼ l j 2 TNðiÞ;

�
(3)

where, in the spatial domain,Cðxi
k; x

j
l Þ is defined as Sðxi

k; x
i
lÞ

which encodes compatibility between assembled parts;
while in the temporal domain, Cðxi

k; x
j
l Þ is defined as

T ðxik; x
j
kÞ that penalizes the reversing of the chronological

order of the parts assigned to the kth type of node. SN ðkÞ is

the spatially adjacent nodes of the kth type of node, and
TN ðiÞ ¼ fi� 1; iþ 1g represents temporally adjacent
frames of the ith frame.

Let cik and cil be the partition boundaries of moving parts
xik and xi

l , the spatial compatibility term Sðxi
k; x

i
lÞ is imple-

mented as the shape similarity between the two partition
boundaries, which is inversely proportional to the
boundaries’ length difference DLðcik; cilÞ and curvature dif-
ference DCðcik; cilÞ. Fig. 6a shows such two partition bound-
aries. We sample a point s every 10 pixels on each boundary
(Fig. 6b), and compute the length of a boundary as the sum
of the distances between any two adjacent points. When
computing curvature difference DCðcik; cilÞ, since different
boundaries may have different length and thus different
number of sampling points, we compare each part with the
same length of the longer boundary with the shorter bound-
ary (Fig. 6c), and select the most similar part. The curvature
difference DCðcik; cilÞ of the two boundaries is computed as a
sum of point curvature differences between the shorter
boundary and the selected part. The spatial compatibility
term is then defined as:

S
�
xi
k; x

i
l

�
¼ e�

1
2

�DLðcik;c
i
l
Þ

sL

�2
� e�

1
2

�DC ðci
k
;ci
l
Þ

sC

�2
; (4)

where sL is 25 in this paper, and sC is set as 3.
The chronological term T ðxi

k; x
j
kÞ, where j 2 fi� 1; iþ 1g,

is used to keep the chronological order of the moving parts
assigned to the kth type of nodes, which is achieved by con-
straining xi

k < xiþ1
k frame by frame. We also require that xi

k

should not differ too much from xiþ1
k . Thus, T ðxi

k; x
iþ1
k Þ is

modeled as:

T
�
xi
k; x

iþ1
k

�
¼ e�

1
2

�xiþ1
k

�xi
k

sT

�2
; if xi

k < xiþ1
k ;

0; else:

(
(5)

T ðxi
k; x

i�1
k Þ can be computed as T ðxi�1

k ; xi
kÞ. A large sT allows

xik and xiþ1
k to differ more. We set sT ¼ 30 in this paper.

We obtain a synopsis that best satisfies the above four
properties by maximizing (1), which is approximately
solved by the Loopy Belief Propagation [40]. The LBP algo-
rithm maximizes (1) by approximately computing the mar-
ginal probability of the assignment of moving part xi

k to
node ni

k. The basic mechanism of LBP is iteratively receiving
messages from its neighboring nodes and then sending
updated messages back to the neighborhoods. Let ni

k and nj
l

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. (a) The partition boundaries of two assembled moving parts. (b)
We sample a point every 10 pixels on each boundary. (c) Different
boundary may have different length and thus different number of sam-
pling points. Each part with the same length of the longer boundary is
compared with the shorter boundary, and the most similar part is
selected.

Fig. 5. The MRF graphical model of the presented method. Each
node will be assigned a corresponding part movement. The orange
lines link spatially adjacent nodes, and the gray lines link temporally
adjacent nodes.
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be two spatially or temporally adjacent nodes, the message
m

n
j
l
;ni

k
from nj

l to ni
k is:

m
n
j
l
;ni

k
ðxikÞ ¼

X
x
j
l

C
�
xik; x

j
l

�
F
�
xj
l

� Y
n2Nðnj

l
Þnni

k

m
n;n

j
l

�
xj
l

�
: (6)

The Nðnj
l Þnni

k is the spatiotemporal neighborhoods of node
nj
l except ni

k. With iterative message updating procedure,
the moving part assigned to node ni

k is:

x̂i
k ¼ argmax

j
b
�
xi
k ¼ j

�
; (7)

where the belief at node ni
k is defined as:

bðxi
kÞ ¼ F

�
xi
k

� Y
n2Nðni

k
Þ
mn;ni

k

�
xik
�
: (8)

In Fig. 7, we give an analysis of the potentials in (1),
including the importance term, the spatial compatibility
term, and the chronological term. By the comparisons, it
can be seen that the importance term retains the impor-
tant moving parts, the spatial compatibility term assem-
bles moving parts that are compatible with each other in
their partition boundaries, and the chronological term
ensures that temporally consecutive MRF nodes are
assigned consecutive part movements.

4.3 Part Movement Stitching Optimization

Since the moving parts on the same frame of synopsis usu-
ally come from different frames of the input video, they
may not exactly stitch with each other. Fig. 8a shows an
example of such artifact. We compute a 2D vector vik for

each moving part at node ni
k, and shift the part by the vector

in the spatial domain, to stitch moving parts together.
The shifting vectors are computed via a part movement

stitching optimization whose objective function is formu-
lated as a linear combination of three weighted energy terms:

E ¼ vdEd þ vtEt þ vsEs; (9)

Fig. 7. Ablative analysis of the potentials in Equation (1). The input video with 151 frames is condensed to a synopsis with 100 frames. Eight frames of
the synopsis are shown. First row: only importance term is used. The most important moving parts are kept. However, without other potentials, there
are two problems: (a) spatially assembled moving parts are not compatible with each other (first red box); and (b) a locally most important moving
part is assigned to several temporally consecutive nodes (second red box). Second row: importance term and the spatial compatibility term are
used. Problem (a) is solved, but (b) still exists. Third row: importance term and the chronological term are used. In contrast with the second row, prob-
lem (b) is solved, but (a) exists. Fourth row: all the three terms are used. We achieve a good synopsis result without both problem (a) and (b).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8. Part movement stitching optimization. (a) Result after part assem-
bling optimization. The gaps between adjacent moving parts are appar-
ent. (b) The gaps are nearly eliminated after part stitching optimization.
(c) The blue boundary do not exactly match with the yellow boundary,
thus small seam appear between moving parts. (d) The boundary of
head part is deformed to let its boundary exactly match with that of the
torso part. (e) The seam between the head part and torso part is elimi-
nated. (f) The final result without gaps.
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where vd, vt and vs are weights of the relative terms. Term
Ed prevents the moving parts from being shifted too far. It
is defined as the sum of all the shifting vectors:

Ed ¼
X
i;k

��vik��2: (10)

Term Et guarantees the temporal coherence of moving
parts after shifting, i.e., temporally adjacent moving
parts should be shifted by similar vectors. We minimize
the change in the second derivative of the vectors over
time:

Et ¼
X
i;k

��vi�1
k � 2vik þ viþ1

k

��2: (11)

Term Es is developed to reduce gap artifacts between spa-
tially assembled moving parts. By eliminating the gaps, we
stitch the parts together.

Thus, Es measures the distance between adjacent bound-
ary curves:

Es ¼
X
i;k;l;t

��cikðstÞ � cilðstþDÞ
��2: (12)

where cikðstÞ means a point st on curve cik, and t is the
index of the point. When the boundaries have the same
length, D is zero. When the boundaries have different
length, D is a non-zero offset to match the short bound-
ary with a sub curve of long boundary that has the most
similar curvatures.

Objective function (9) has the form of non-linear linear
squares (NLLS), which is well-studied. One of the most
popular methods to minimize (9) is the Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) algorithm [41], which is a standard itera-
tive technique that can be viewed as a combination of
steepest descent and Gauss-Newton. We use the GPL
native levmar [42], an implementation of LM algorithm in
c/c++, to minimize (9). LM algorithm requires computing
the Jacobian of each energy term. However, the Jacobian
of the third term Es is unavailable since it is based on the
coordinates of points on curves but not the shifting vec-
tors vik. Instead of computing the Jacobian analytically, we
approximate the Jacobian by finite difference method.

To receive desirable results, we minimize (9) twice by set-
ting different weights for the terms. First, we give larger
weight to term Es by setting vd ¼ 1;vt ¼ 30;vs ¼ 100. The
optimization process effectively reduces the gaps between
moving parts. Second, we favor term Et by setting

vd ¼ 1;vt ¼ 80;vs ¼ 30. After optimization, the shifting
vectors become more temporally coherent.

Fig. 8b shows a result after shifting the moving parts by
the vectors computed by part stitching optimization. Com-
pared to Fig. 8a, the gaps between moving parts are almost
eliminated. However, since the boundaries do not exactly
match with each other (Fig. 8c shows that the blue boundary
does not exactly match with the yellow boundary), there are
small seams between moving parts. To eliminate the small
seams, we move the boundary of a moving part to overlap
with the other boundary, and deform the rest of the part by
using themethod [43]. Fig. 8d shows that the blue and yellow
boundaries coincide. We can see from Fig. 8e that the small
seam disappears. Fig. 8f gives the final result without gaps.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed algorithm is developed in C++ and tested on
an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5 GHz computer with 2 GB RAM. In
this section, we present a variety of video object movements
synopsis results generated using our part-based synopsis
method. The objects that can be processed by our approach
widely exist in various kinds of videos. Most of the experi-
mental videos are downloaded from YouTube, and the
others are extracted from movies. The length of input video
varies from a hundred to several thousands of frames, while
the synopsis of the input video is relatively much shorter.
We partition an object into K semantic parts. For different
objects in different videos, K is different, which varies from
2 to 4 in this paper. Table 1 lists the experimental informa-
tion for each example. For more intuitive viewing of synop-
sis results in this paper, please refer to the supplemental
videos, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital
Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/
TVCG.2013.2297931.

The preparation phase of our algorithm, that is, the object
partition stage, is time-consuming, since rotoscoping and
matting needs user interaction. We use the effective and
robust software “Silhouette” of SilhouetteFX, LLC to help
us partition objects. For a skilled user, it takes about five
minutes to extract a moderately complex part sequence in
100 frames. Our part movement assembling optimization is
efficient, which has a linear complexity with respect to the
length of the input video. The part movement stitching opti-
mization is efficient too due to the small number of points
sampled on partition boundaries. Table 1 presents the time
consumed in the two optimizations of each example.

TABLE 1
The Experimental Data in Object Movements Synopsis Processing

For each example, we give the length of input video (N), the number of semantic parts (K), the length of synopsis (M), the time used in part assem-
bling optimization and the part stitching optimization. “NoA” in the “Time of Part Stitching” column means part stitching is not needed.
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We do experiments on different types of input videos
and movie clips, and compare our method to the typical
frame-based and object-based synopsis methods. Our
approach is better than other methods in that it can effec-
tively reduce redundancies existing in part movements of
object, which cannot be removed by previous approaches.
The object-based video synopsis methods simply cannot
deal with videos with only one object, while the frame-
based methods discard a frame as a whole when a small
portion of the frame is moving. By assembling important
movements of different object parts on different frames
together, the synopsis produced by our method is not only
compact, but also preserves most important motion infor-
mation for fast browsing, especially for online and mobile
applications. Our method is a good complement to previous
methods. Although there is no single method to effectively
condense all kinds of videos, we show in the following
experiments that the cooperation of our method and the
others (frame-based or object-based methods) can obtain
much better results.

In Fig. 9, we generate part-based synopsis for the movie
clip “How to Train Your Dragon”. In the source video, the
boy first moves his right arm, and then his left arm. When
the right arm is moving, the left arm is static, and vice versa.
Our method effectively selects the most important move-
ments existing in each part, and assembles them together to
obtain synopsized object movements. We divide the object
into four parts: the head, the torso, the left and the right
arms. First, we condense the input video into 60 frames as
shown in the middle row of Fig. 9. We find that the video
can be further condensed by eliminating repeated move-
ments of right arm. A straightforward method is to detect
repeated part movements and remove them from the part
candidate set. The bottom row of Fig. 9 shows a more

compact synopsis with only 48 frames after removing
repeated redundancies existing in the right arm. This exam-
ple shows that our approach can generate part-based synop-
sis of movie clips for fast browsing and video editing.

In Fig. 10, we show that our method can be used to syn-
opsize/edit the movements of a car’s door opening system.
In the input video, the car first opens its right door, then the
left door, and lastly, the middle panel. Our method opens
the three parts simultaneously which produces a short syn-
opsis. The input video contains 500 frames. After removing
inter-part static redundancies among doors and panel, we
got a synopsis with only 217 frames, as show in the middle
row of Fig. 10. However, since the middle panel opens very
slowly, the synopsis is still lengthy. To obtain a more com-
pact synopsis, we set the length of synopsis as 109. Our part
assembling operator automatically accelerate the middle
panel’s moving. The bottom row of Fig. 10 shows four
frames of our final synopsis with only 109 frames. Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 demonstrate that our method can remove not only
inter-part static redundancies, but also the inner-part redun-
dancies existing in moving parts such as repeated move-
ments or the parts that move slowly.

Fig. 11 shows another synopsis result—Curiosity Mars
Rover. The rover first rotates part A (the blue part), and
then part B (the red one). In our synopsis, the two parts
are assembled to rotate simultaneously. For example, in
the second column of Fig. 11, when part A is rotating,
part B in the input video doesn’t rotate. But part B in
the synopsis has rotated 30 degrees which comes from
the 87th frame of the input video. The input video has
180 frames, and the synopsis has 63 frames, which accel-
erates the browsing of Rover movements.

In Fig. 12, the top row shows an input video with bloom-
ing flowers. From the 9th to 118th frame, only the left flower

Fig. 9. The synopsis of movie clip “How to Train Your Dragon”. The top row shows the most important object movements in four frames of the input
video (151 frames), in which the 64th and 94th frames are two repeated actions. The middle row shows four frames of a synopsis with 60 frames. In
the bottom row, we further eliminate repeated movements of right arm and obtain a more compact synopsis with only 48 frames.
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is blooming. Then the right flower begins to bloom from
the 119th frame.The original flower blooming process is
lengthy. Although the input video can be compressed into a
shorter video by uniform key-frame method [1], the result is
not natural. Our method effectively eliminates the time dif-
ference of blooming of the two flowers, and make them
blooming simultaneously. The second row of Fig. 11 shows
our synopsis result. From the 2th fame, both the left and
right flowers begin to bloom. The input video has 180
frames, while our synopsis has only 60 frames.

In Fig. 13, we show a robot with two arms picking stuffs
on the ground and putting them into a blue plastic bucket.
The input video has 1,353 frames, and the first row shows
six of them. The input video can be divided into three

sections: during the first section from frame 1 to 450, the
robot picks two stuffs in the lower left corner, in the second
section (frame 451 to 815), the robot carries the stuffs and
puts them into the bucket, and in the last section (frame 816
to 1,353), the robot picks another two stuffs in the top right
corner. Our method can condense the first and third sec-
tions, as in both sections the robot picks a stuff using one
arm, and then picks another stuff using other arm. We can
effectively condense the movements of the robot by making
the robot to pick two stuffs simultaneously, and obtain a
good synopsis, as shown in the second row. However, for
the second section, we think the key-frame based method
can receive better result. We use the key-frame based
method [1] to condense the second section. By combining

Fig. 11. The synopsis of Curiosity Mars Rover. The top row shows four frames of the input video (180 frames): 16th, 30th, 87th and 150th frames.
The rover first rotates part A, then rotates part B. Bottom row shows four frames of our synopsis with only 63 frames which rotates part A and B
simultaneously: 1th, 18th, 26th and 60th frames. The second column shows that part B do not move in the input video, but in the synopsis it has
rotated 30 degrees which comes from the 87th frame of the input video.

Fig. 10. The synopsis of car door opening system. The top row shows four frames of the input video with 500 frames. The car first open its right door,
then the left door, and finally the middle panel. The middle row shows four frames of the synopsis with 217 frames where the three parts move simul-
taneously. The bottom row shows a more compact synopsis with only 109 frames by accelerating the middle panel.
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our method and the key-frame method, the input video can
be successfully condensed, and to receive an effective and
natural synopsis (423 frames).

In Fig. 14, we show why our method is better than the
key-frame method [1] when processing the first and third
sections of Fig. 13. The top row shows two consecutive
frames of our synopsis, and the second row shows two con-
secutive frames of the synopsis produced by fast forward
method. The first frame of each row has the right arm from
the same frame in the input video. The second frame shows
that the right arm of the second row moves a much larger
step, which is not natural. This is because the key-frame
based method simply discard the frames between two key
frames, thus many motion details are lost, leading to rush-
ing artifacts. Our method condenses the video by moving
parts simultaneously, and keeps important movements of
each part.

In Fig. 15, we compare our method with object-based
method [2]. The input video shows a common animation
conversation between a man and a woman. The man talks
first, then the woman responses. We condense the input
video with 998 frames to a synopsis with 520 frames.
Object-based method [2] shifts the movements of woman
forward along the time axis, making the man and woman

talking simultaneously which is not realistic. Our method
condenses each object separately by reducing redundancies
existing in objects themselves, and obtains a synopsis with

Fig. 13. The top row shows a robot with two arms picking stuffs on the ground and putting them into a blue plastic bucket (1,353 frames). The second
row shows a result produced by combining the key-frame method [1] and our method (423 frames).

Fig. 14. The first row shows two consecutive frames of our synopsis, and
the second row shows two frames of the synopsis produced by fast for-
ward method [1].

Fig. 12. The top row shows a time-lapsing blooming process of flower (180 frames), produced by uniform key-frame method [1]. The blooming pro-
cess cannot be condensed by the key-frame based method any more, otherwise it would look unnatural. The red boxes show that the left flower
blooms first, then the second flower blooms. The second row shows the result of our synopsis method (64 frames). The blue boxes show that the
two flowers bloom together.
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the same length. Our method keeps the order of speakers,
and the result is more natural.

User Study.We conduct a user study to validate the effec-
tiveness of our part-based object movements synopsis
method. We have 30 participants. Each time, a participant
was first shown a source video and then two synopsis
results of the source video side by side. On the left was the
result of frame-based method [1] or object-based method
[2], and on the right was our synopsis result. For examples
from Figs. 9 to 13, we compared our method with frame-
based method. For example in Fig. 15, we compared our
method with object-based method. Every participant
watched the six examples and each time was asked to
answer “Yes” or “No” to the following five questions: (1)
Do you think the synopsis on the right is interesting? (2) Do

you think the left synopsis is rushing? (3) Do you care about
the moving details of object? (4) Do you think the right syn-
opsis represent the source video well? (5) Do you agree
with the right synopsis result is better than the left one?

For each question, let Aij ¼ 1 if the ith user answered
“yes” to the jth example, otherwise Aij ¼ 0. We use the fol-
lowing equation to compute the rate of “Yes” to each ques-
tion, which reflects the users’ opinions:

R ¼
�X30

i¼1

X6
j¼1

Aij

��
180 � 100%: (13)

The “Yes” rates of the five questions were 89, 72, 75,
84, and 72 percent, respectively. From these testing data,
we see that most users think our work is more interest-
ing and our results are better than the frame-based or
object-based methods.

From the above examples and discussions, we have
shown that our method has the following advantages: (1) it
can produce more compact and natural synopsis result, as
we remove the inter-part and inner-part redundancies but
retain part-wise important motions; (2) it is a good comple-
ment to previous synopsis methods such as keyframe-based
method and object-based method; and (3) it can also be con-
sidered as a video editing method; by recombining object
parts, we obtain new video synthesis results.

Limitations. Our method is largely based on the assump-
tion that object parts are the basic building-blocks which
can be extracted and reorganized for the purpose of remov-
ing part-based redundancies. The limitation of our method
is damaging the structure of object and introducing new
object movements that do not exist in the input video. Thus
our method may not work well when new content is not
allowed. For example, our method cannot be used to pro-
cess gesture-talking video, as each gesture has special
meaning that must not be destroyed. Although the pro-
posed method’s applications are limited by such negative
effect, it can still be widely used to synopsize a variety of
video clips without modifying the semantic meanings of the
input videos.

Second, our method uses matting to partition object. As
video matting is a semi-automatic technique, our method
requires some user interaction. Although the software
“Silhouette” works well for video matting, a skilled user
still spends much time on extracting object parts. Static
background or background with rich texture may alleviate
the burden of user interaction.

Third, it might be challenging for our synopsis method to
process objects with large-scale movements such as turning
round. The overlaps between parts increase the difficulty of
producing perfect synopsis results. However, it can be
expected that our method can handle this challenge when
condensing 3D objectmovements rather than those in videos.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, based on the observation that part-based
redundancies widely exist during the movement process of
video object, we present a part-based object movements
synopsis method which produces more compact synopsis
of video. We partition video object into several semantic

Fig. 15. Left Column: The result of object-based method [2]. The man
and woman are made to talk simultaneously, which is not realistic. Right
Column: Our method condenses each object separately to obtain a syn-
opsis with the same length as [2] meanwhile keeping the order of
speakers.
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parts. The same number of the most important movements
are selected from each part movement sequence by part
assembling optimization, which are then assembled
together to form synopsized object movements. We then
use a part stitching optimization to stitch assembled moving
parts seamlessly. We demonstrate that our method can
effectively remove part-based redundancies and success-
fully produces more compact synopsis.

In the future, we would like to build a navigation frame-
work based on our synopsis result, where a user can track
into the source video to see the original content whenever
they find an interesting moving part in the synopsis. We find
that our technique can be used to condense 3D object move-
ments whose parts are easier to track. Thus another work is
to extend a version of the proposedmethod for 3D objects.
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